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Abstract

Cross-Domain Few-Shot Segmentation (CD-FSS) poses
the challenge of segmenting novel categories from a dis-
tinct domain using only limited exemplars. In this paper,
we undertake a comprehensive study of CD-FSS and un-
cover two crucial insights: (i) the necessity of a fine-tuning
stage to effectively transfer the learned meta-knowledge
across domains, and (ii) the overfitting risk during the
naı̈ve fine-tuning due to the scarcity of novel category ex-
amples. With these insights, we propose a novel cross-
domain fine-tuning strategy that addresses the challenging
CD-FSS tasks. We first design Bi-directional Few-shot Pre-
diction (BFP), which establishes support-query correspon-
dence in a bi-directional manner, crafting augmented su-
pervision to reduce the overfitting risk. Then we further ex-
tend BFP into Iterative Few-shot Adaptor (IFA), which is
a recursive framework to capture the support-query corre-
spondence iteratively, targeting maximal exploitation of su-
pervisory signals from the sparse novel category samples.
Extensive empirical evaluations show that our method sig-
nificantly outperforms the state-of-the-arts (+7.8%), which
verifies that IFA tackles the cross-domain challenges and
mitigates the overfitting simultaneously. The code is avail-
able at: https://github.com/niejiahao1998/IFA.

1. Introduction

Few-Shot Segmentation (FSS) aims to segment novel cat-
egories based on very limited support exemplars, typically
by transferring category-agnostic knowledge learned from
abundant base categories to novel categories [10, 13, 40,

*Equal contribution
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Figure 1. We investigate two types of category correspondence,
left: Support-to-Query (S2Q) and right: Support-to-Query-to-
Support (S2Q2S) under four experimental setups (a-d). (a) In-
domain performances without fine-tuning (FT) set oracle baselines
for Cross-Domain Few-Shot Segmentation (CD-FSS). (b) Cross-
domain results without fine-tuning suffer from severe performance
drops, which verifies the necessity of bridging domain gap for CD-
FSS. (c) Cross-domain setups with naı̈ve fine-tuning only bring
small performance gains, which is attributed to the overfitting risk
of CD-FSS fine-tuning. Notably, there also underlies rich unex-
plored category correspondence in S2Q2S. (d) Cross-domain setup
with our proposed Iterative Few-Shot Adaptor (IFA) achieve sig-
nificant performance gains. IFA comprehensively exploits maxi-
mum information content in the given data by capturing both S2Q
and S2Q2S category correspondence during fine-tuning.

43, 46, 47]. Similar to other few-shot tasks [6, 24, 27,
28, 57, 63, 65], FSS is generally addressed with meta-
learning [1, 6, 37, 50, 54] and learns generalizable category
correspondence from constructed support-query pairs.

Current state-of-the-art FSS approaches [13, 43] have
demonstrated impressive performance when novel cate-
gories fall in the same domain with base categories, yet
still suffer from severe performance drop when a clear do-
main gap is present [33] (e.g., base categories from Pascal
VOC [11], and novel categories from Deepglobe [8]). To
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Figure 2. Illustration of our designs for CD-FSS: (a) Bi-directional
Few-shot Prediction, and (b) Iterative Few-shot Adaptor. Is and Iq
denote support and query images respectively. Fs and Fq denote
the corresponding support and query features as extracted by the
Encoder. Ms denotes the support mask, and Ps denotes the gen-
erated support prototype.

bridge this gap, the task of Cross-Domain Few-Shot Seg-
mentation (CD-FSS) has been explored for generalizing the
ability of FSS beyond its own domain [33, 54]. Neverthe-
less, directly applying a meta-learned model to target do-
main is incapable of mitigating this challenge [33], largely
because the category correspondence learned under meta-
learning still biases toward the source domain.

We conduct a series of in-domain and cross-domain FSS
experiments to verify our hypothesis and explore solutions1.
Specifically, we investigate two types of category corre-
spondence, Support-to-Query (S2Q) and Support-to-Query-
to-Support (S2Q2S), to measure the generalization capabil-
ity under different setups. Concretely, S2Q uses support
exemplars to segment query images, while S2Q2S uses S2Q
outcomes to predict back on support images. We introduce
category correspondence of S2Q2S because it is not directly
optimized in meta-learning and has a lower risk of overfit-
ting. As shown in Fig. 1(a), in-domain performances with-
out fine-tuning set oracle performances for cross-domain
setups. Notably, cross-domain performances (Fig. 1(b))
are lower than the corresponding in-domain performances
(Fig. 1(a)), verifying our hypothesis that the learned cate-
gory correspondence has a clear bias toward the source do-
main. To generalize the category correspondence beyond its
own domain, it is straightforward to introduce a fine-tuning
stage [18, 33, 52]. However, naı̈ve fine-tuning on novel cat-
egory exemplars (Fig. 1(c)) only brings small performance
gains. We attribute this phenomenon to overfitting caused
by the limited accessible samples from the target domain,
which is a core challenge in CD-FSS.

To address the overfitting challenge, we propose a
novel fine-tuning strategy for CD-FSS. We first design Bi-
directional Few-shot Prediction (BFP), which captures both
S2Q and S2Q2S category correspondence simultaneously

1Experiments in Fig. 1 are conducted by meta-learning on the same
amount of base data and generalizing to the same novel categories (in-
domain: Deepglobe, cross-domain: Pascal VOC to Deepglobe).

during meta-learning (Fig. 2(a)). This design leverages sup-
port masks as additional supervision to mitigate the overfit-
ting risk. Building upon BFP, we further design Iterative
Few-shot Adaptor (IFA), as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Specifi-
cally, IFA iteratively conducts BFP and constructs supervi-
sion signals for predictions in every iteration. Hence, IFA
comprehensively exploits the supervision from few-shot tar-
get exemplars, thereby mining extensive support-query cor-
respondence during fine-tuning. Extensive experiments on
four CD-FSS benchmarks show the effectiveness of our de-
signs, especially in mitigating the overfitting challenge.
Our contributions can be summarized in four major aspects:
• We conduct a comprehensive study on the CD-FSS chal-

lenge, verifying the necessity of a fine-tuning stage and
the overfitting risk during the naı̈ve fine-tuning.

• We design a Bi-directional Few-shot Prediction (BFP)
module to establish support-query correspondence, which
leverages extensive supervision signals to mitigate over-
fitting risk during fine-tuning.

• We extend BFP to Iterative Few-shot Adaptor (IFA) in
a recursive framework, fully exploiting the supervision
signals from limited samples with iterative support-query
correspondence mining.

• Our method tackles the cross-domain and overfitting chal-
lenges simultaneously and surpasses the state-of-the-art
methods by large margins.

2. Related Work

Few-Shot Segmentation (FSS) [10, 13, 43, 44, 47, 53, 64]
performs segmentation for novel categories with only a few
annotations, which has been studied extensively. Most ex-
isting works can be categorized into two types. Prototype-
based methods [10, 31, 32, 34, 36, 46, 47, 53] perform
segmentation by similarities between all query features and
support prototypes. In contrast to prototype-based methods,
affinity-based ones [37, 40, 43, 64] mine dense correspon-
dence between query and support features, which rely on
rich contextual information. Although the aforementioned
methods are well-established, their robustness under cross-
domain setups is under-examined. In Cross-Domain Few-
Shot Segmentation (CD-FSS) setups, we highlight that:
(i) existing prototype-based methods yield unsatisfactory
performance because learned category correspondence is
hardly generalized to target domains; (ii) existing affinity-
based methods are also unsuitable, as affected by much ir-
relevant information [55] when performing fine-tuning with
limited target data. Different from prior attempts, our de-
sign demonstrates distinct superiority in CD-FSS, leverag-
ing an effective iterative fine-tuning strategy.
Domain Adaptive Segmentation (DAS) is a paradigm to
mitigate costly annotation and domain gap issues. Ex-
isting DA methods mitigate these issues by: (i) employ-
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ing a discriminator to alleviate differences between dif-
ferent domains at output-level [5, 16, 48, 51] or feature-
level [21, 23, 38, 66]; (ii) re-training a model learned
from source domain with pseudo labels derived from tar-
get domain predictions [17, 39, 58, 67]; or (iii) generating
source-style target data and reducing domain gap at input-
level [22, 56]. Recently, FSS in cross-domain setup has
been explored [1, 37, 54]. Lei et al. [33] first propose the
Cross-Domain Few-Shot Segmentation (CD-FSS) frame-
work to transfer the trained models to different low-resource
domains. Then Fan et al. [12] and Huang et al. [25] de-
sign approaches from test-time fine-tuning and knowledge-
transfer aspects, respectively. Motivated by these pioneer
works, Chen et al. [4] propose a universal method to solve
in-domain and cross-domain FSS tasks together. CD-FSS
is different from DAS in two folds: (i) when adapting to the
target domain, unlabeled data are abundant in DAS but only
limited support data is given in CD-FSS, posing risks to
overfitting; (ii) DAS assumes source and target label spaces
are the same, while the labels spaces of source and target
domains in CD-FSS are disjoint. Distinct from the above
efforts, we focus on designing an effective fine-tuning strat-
egy for few-shot challenge with limited accessible data.

3. Problem Formulation
Cross-Domain Few-Shot Segmentation (CD-FSS) transfers
meta-learned capability of segmenting novel categories to
new target domains with only a few annotated support im-
ages. Please refer to supplementary materials for more de-
scription of CD-FSS. By definition, the model is trained on
the source domain Dsource and is evaluated on the target
domain Dtarget. Let {Xs,Ys} and {Xt,Yt} denote the
sets in Dsource and Dtarget respectively, where X de-
notes the data distribution and Y denotes the label space.
The data distribution of source and target domains are dif-
ferent, and there is no overlap between the source and target
label spaces, i.e., Xs ̸= Xt, Ys ∩ Yt = ∅.

Following the meta-learning in [33], we adopt the
episode training strategy. Specifically, each episode is con-
structed by a support set S = {(Iis,M i

s)}
K

i=1 and a query
set Q = {(Iq,Mq)} within the same category, where Is, Iq
denote the support and query images, and Ms,Mq denote
their masks. The framework can be divided into three steps:
(i) training the model in Dsource with both Ms and Mq;
(ii) fine-tuning the trained model to Dtarget with only Ms;
and (iii) testing the adapted model in Dtarget.

4. Method
To transfer the capability of segmenting novel categories to
target domains, we propose a method that mines support-
query correspondence iteratively, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The proposed method consists of two major steps: (i) train-

ing models with Bi-directional Few-shot Prediction (BFP)
on the source domain; and (ii) fine-tuning trained mod-
els to target domains with Iterative Few-shot Adaptator
(IFA). The basic pipeline can be formulated as follows:
The input support and query images {Is, Iq} are fed into
a weight-shared encoder to extract features {Fs, Fq}. Then
the support feature Fs and its mask Ms are processed by
the masked average pooling to generate support prototype
Ps. Finally, using Ps, Fs, and Fq to predict query masks
M̂q . We elaborate our designs as follows: we first revisit
SSP method [13] in Sec. 4.1, which is used directly in our
method. Then, the BFP and IFA are presented in Sec. 4.2
and Sec. 4.3, respectively. Finally, we explain how to ex-
tend our design into K-shot setting in Sec. 4.4.

4.1. Revisiting of SSP

Motivated by the simple Gestalt principle [30] that pix-
els belonging to the same object are more similar than
those from different objects, thus the given support may
not be a good reference for predicting query mask. The
target datasets of Cross-Domain Few-Shot Segmentation
(CD-FSS) comply with the Gestalt principle, which is ver-
ified in supplementary materials. Fan et al. propose a
Self-Support Prototype (SSP) module to alleviate this prob-
lem [13]. Firstly, SSP generates support prototype Ps from
support feature Fs and mask Ms:

Ps = MAP (Fs,Ms), (1)

where MAP is masked average pooling operation. Dif-
ferent from traditional prototypical learning [10] with di-
rect matching between the support prototype and query im-
age, SSP takes a two-step matching. Concretely, SSP uses
a support prototype to find the most similar region in the
query image first and then takes such region self-matching
in query image to predict the mask. Our method (1-shot)
is illustrated in Fig. 3, and we adopt SSP module to pre-
dict the query prototype P̂q from support prototype Ps and
query feature Fq:

P̂q = SSP (Fq, Ps). (2)

Compared with previous methods, SSP yields a more rep-
resentative prototype for query [13], which is important for
our design. More implementation details of applying SSP
for our method are shown in supplementary materials.

4.2. Bi-directional Few-shot Prediction

Considering that only a few support annotations are acces-
sible when fine-tuning to target domains, a well-designed
strategy for establishing support-query correspondence is
essential. The previous uni-directional Support-to-Query
(S2Q) prediction is presented below. Predicted support
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Figure 3. Overall architecture of the proposed Iterative Few-shot Adaptor (IFA), which is composed of two essential steps: training on
the source domain, and fine-tuning over the target domain. In the training stage, we only adopt the Bi-directional Few-shot Prediction
(BFP) (illustrated in yellow box), which is the fundamental unit of IFA. BFP is composed of both S2Q and S2Q2S streams together with
supervision signals from both sides (blue arrows). In the fine-tuning stage where the target exemplars are extremely scarce, IFA is designed
to iterate BFP T times, recursively mining the support-query correspondence (illustrated in red box). To show the predictions clearly, we
only visualize the region where confidence is higher than 0.5.

mask M̂s and query mask M̂q can be obtained by:

M̂s = softmax(Sim(Fs, Ps)),

M̂q = softmax(Sim(Fs, P̂q)),
(3)

where Sim is cosine similarity. Then support base loss Lbs

and query base loss Lbq are adopted:

Lbs = BCE(M̂s,Ms),

Lbq = BCE(M̂q,Mq),
(4)

where BCE is the binary cross entropy loss. Because
accessible target exemplars are limited, the naı̈ve meta-
learning paradigm easily leads to overfitting. Consequently,
it is important to introduce extra information via given data.

Therefore, we propose another Support-to-Query-to-
Support (S2Q2S) stream to conduct more predictions:

P̂s′ = SSP (Fs, P̂q), (5)

where P̂s′ is another support prototype predicted from
query. Then, we can introduce corresponding loss Ls′ via

support ground-truth:

M̂s′ = softmax(Sim(Fs, P̂s′),

Ls′ = BCE(M̂s′ ,Ms),
(6)

combining Lb and Ls′ helps establishing more robust
support-query correspondence.

Our proposed method is supervised by both support and
query masks, which are accessible when training models
on the source domain. However, query labels are unavail-
able when fine-tuning to target domains. Consequently, we
derive query image Iq with corresponding label Mq from
support image Is and mask Ms:

Iq, Mq = AUG(Is), AUG(Ms), (7)

where AUG is an augmentation operation, which is de-
scribed in Sec. 5.2. It is worth noting that we adopt the same
transformation operations on Is and Ms, to ensure that gen-
erated Iq and Mq are matched.
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4.3. Iterative Few-shot Adaptor

Since Iq and Mq are augmented from Is and Ms, the region-
of-interest should be same in Is and Iq . If the model is
trained well, M̂q should be accurately predicted from Ps,
and M̂s′ should also be securely predicted from P̂q . Oth-
erwise, iteratively conducting predictions may lead to vari-
ant results, which measure the generalization capability of
learned category correspondence. To further tackle the chal-
lenge brought by data scarcity, conducting BFP iteratively
on the given data helps the model learn better support-query
correspondence. Assuming we totally have T times bi-
directional predictions, procedures at the iteration j are:

P̂ j+1
q = SSP (Fq, P̂

j
s ),

P̂ j+1
s = SSP (Fs, P̂

j+1
q ),

M̂ j+1
q = softmax(Sim(Fs, P̂

j+1
q )),

M̂ j+1
s = softmax(Sim(Fs, P̂

j+1
s )).

(8)

P̂q , P̂s′ , M̂q and M̂s′ in Sec. 4.2 can be treated as P̂ 1
q , P̂ 1

s ,
M̂1

q and M̂1
s when j = 0.

In the meantime, prior predicted errors also accumulate
and lead to inaccurate outcomes after T times iterations. To
tackle this problem, we introduce supervision signals Lj+1

q

and Lj+1
s in every iteration:

Lj+1
q = BCE(M̂ j+1

q ,Mq),

Lj+1
s = BCE(M̂ j+1

s ,Ms),
(9)

Lbq , Ls′ in Sec. 4.2 can be treated as L1
q and L1

s when j = 0,
respectively. It is worth noting that we only conduct itera-
tive predictions in the fine-tuning step to mine category cor-
respondence of target domain. Once the model is learned
well, we assume that support prototype P̂s should be repre-
sentative, thus we only directly adopt support-to-query pre-
diction in the testing stage.

The total loss L includes all aforementioned losses with
different weights:

L =λbs × Lbs + λbq × Lbq + λs′ × Ls′

+ λi ×
T−1∑
j=1

(Lj+1
q + Lj+1

s ),
(10)

where λbs = 0.2, λbq = 1.0, λs′ = 0.4, and λi = 0.1. The
ablation studies on hyper-parameters are shown in supple-
mentary materials. The overall IFA flow in target domains
is presented in Algo. 1.

4.4. Extension to K-shot Setting

In extension to K-shot (K > 1) setting, K support images
with the corresponding masks S = {(Iis,M i

s)}
K

i=1 are given

Algorithm 1 Pipeline of our proposed Iterative Few-shot
Adaptor (1-shot setup).

Require: Support image Is, Query image Iq , Ground-
truth support mask Ms, Ground-truth query mask Mq ,
Source-trained model Gs, and Determined iterative
times T of predictions.

Ensure: Adapted target model Gt.
1: Gt = Gs

2: while not reach the maximum epoch do
3: initialize:
4: j = 0, L = 0.
5: /* Derive fundamental information: */
6: Extract support feature Fs via Gt and Is.
7: Extract query feature Fq via Gt and Iq .
8: Calculate Ps by Eqn.1.
9: Predict M̂s by Eqn.3.

10: Calculate Lbs by Eqn.4 and add to L.
11: /* Start iterative predictions: */
12: P̂ 0

s = Ps.
13: while j < T do
14: Calculate P̂ j+1

q and P̂ j+1
s by Eqn.8.

15: Predict M̂ j+1
q and M̂ j+1

s by Eqn.8.
16: Calculate Lj+1

q and Lj+1
s by Eqn.9 and add to L.

17: j = j + 1.
18: end while
19: /* Model parameter updating: */
20: Optimize and update target model Gt.
21: end while

for fine-tuning. We derive (Iq,Mq) from one randomly
picked pair (Iis,M

i
s). IFA can be quickly and easily ex-

tended to the new setting as follows.
As indicated in Sec. 4.2, S2Q prediction becomes using

averaged P̄s = 1
K

∑K
i=1 P

i
s to predict P̂q . Accordingly,

we use P̂q to predict each P̂ i
s′ one by one in the S2Q2S

prediction procedure. In the iterative design in Sec. 4.3,
IFA repeats the above steps T times for K-shot setting.

5. Experiment
5.1. Benchmark

Following the settings in [33], we utilize PASCAL VOC
2012 dataset [11] with SBD augmentation [19] as the source
domain for training, which contains 20 daily object cate-
gories. Subsequently, we fine-tune the trained model to
four target domains, encompassing satellite images, med-
ical screenings, and tiny daily objects. Deepglobe [8] is a
satellite image dataset with 7 categories: areas of urban,
agriculture, rangeland, forest, water, barren, and unknown.
For Cross-Domain Few-Shot Segmentation (CD-FSS), we
inherit the same pre-processing in [33] to filter out unknown
category and cut images into small pieces. ISIC2018 [7, 49]
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is an RGB medical image dataset of skin lesions, contain-
ing 3 different types of lesions. To augment the diversity
of the target domains, we also incorporate a black-white
Chest X-Ray medical screening dataset [2, 26], which is
collected for Tuberculosis. FSS-1000 [35] is an everyday
object dataset. However, it presents considerable challenges
because it contains scarce and tiny objects not present in
the source domain. Sample images and their corresponding
masks from four target datasets are shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Examples of images and their corresponding ground-
truth masks from four target domain datasets, encompassing a di-
verse range from satellite images and medical screenings to mi-
nuscule everyday objects.

5.2. Implementation Details

We adopt the popular ResNet [20] pre-trained on Ima-
geNet [9] as the backbone. Following baseline SSP [13], we
discard the last backbone stage and the last ReLU for better
generalization. The model is implemented in PyTorch [42].
During training on the source domain, our model is opti-
mized with 0.9 momentum and an initial learning rate of
1e-3. Consistent with PATNet [33], we resize both support
and query images to 400 × 400, for reducing the memory
consumption and speeding up the learning process. In the
fine-tuning step, the learning rate is set as 5e-4 for Deep-
globe, ISIC, and FSS-1000, and 1e-5 for Chest X-Ray. For
each dataset, a total of 40 epochs are optimized, with 20
epochs dedicated to training and the remaining for fine-
tuning. We randomly adopt a set of transforms function in
PyTorch [42], including horizontal-flip, vertical-flip, rota-
tion by 90 degrees, brightness-variation, and hue-variation,
for the augmentation operation in Sec. 4.2.

5.3. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

In Tab. 1, we report comparisons of our proposed Itera-
tive Few-shot Adaptor (IFA) with state-of-the-art methods.
SSP [13] is initially proposed for FSS, we reproduce it

Su
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et

SS
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IF
A

Deepglobe ISIC Chest X-Ray FSS-1000

Figure 5. Qualitative results of the samples in four target datasets.
From left to right, each column shows examples from Deepglobe,
ISIC, Chest X-Ray, and FSS-1000. From up to down, each row
shows the examples of support images with ground-truth masks
(green), query images with ground-truth masks (blue), PATNet re-
sults, Our baseline (SSP) results, and Our IFA results. ∗ represents
the model reproduced by ourselves. Best viewed in color.

for CD-FSS. The mIoU (%) is used as the evaluation met-
ric [40]. We construct our ResNet [20] backbone following
most compared methods. Our method surpasses state-of-
the-arts consistently by large margins. Particularly on the
ISIC dataset, our IFA achieves 17.7% (1-shot) and 4.4% (5-
shot) of mIoU improvements over the previous best method.

Deepglobe presents unique challenges as every pixel in
the image belongs to a well-defined category. Neverthe-
less, only some specific pixels are region-of-interest in the
CD-FSS task, while others are treated as background. The
superior performance (+9.3% on 1-shot) of the Deepglobe
dataset demonstrates that our IFA excels at complex scene
datasets. ISIC and Chest X-Ray are two medical screen-
ing datasets, where the background is clean and the target
region occupies a large portion of the entire image. The
outstanding performances affirm that our IFA effectively es-
tablishes the category correspondence of medical domains.
The difficulty of FSS-1000 arises from the significant vari-
ations between 1000 categories. Despite previous methods
performing well due to the relatively small domain gap be-
tween the source domain (Pascal VOC) and FSS-1000, our
IFA still outperforms priors.
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Source Domain: Pascal VOC 2012 → Target Domain: Below

Methods Backbone
Deepglobe ISIC Chest X-Ray FSS-1000 Average

1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
AMP [45]

Vgg-16
37.6 40.6 28.4 30.4 51.2 53.0 57.2 59.2 43.6 45.8

PATNet [33] 28.7 34.8 33.1 45.8 57.8 60.6 71.6 76.2 47.8 54.4
PGNet [61]

Res-50

10.7 12.4 21.9 21.3 34.0 28.0 62.4 62.7 32.2 31.1
PANet [53] 36.6 45.3 25.3 34.0 57.8 69.3 69.2 71.7 47.2 55.1
CaNet [62] 22.3 23.1 25.2 28.2 28.4 28.6 70.7 72.0 36.6 38.0
RPMMs [59] 13.0 13.5 18.0 20.0 30.1 30.8 65.1 67.1 31.6 32.9
PFENet [47] 16.9 18.0 23.5 23.8 27.2 27.6 70.9 70.5 34.6 35.0
RePRI [1] 25.0 27.4 23.3 26.2 65.1 65.5 71.0 74.2 46.1 48.3
HSNet [40] 29.7 35.1 31.2 35.1 51.9 54.4 77.5 81.0 47.6 51.4
PATNet [33] 37.9 43.0 41.2 53.6 66.6 70.2 78.6 81.2 56.1 62.0
SSP∗ [13] 41.3 54.2 48.6 65.4 72.6 73.0 77.0 79.4 60.0 68.0
IFA T=3 50.6 58.8 66.3 69.8 74.0 74.6 80.1 82.4 67.8 71.4

Table 1. Quantitative CD-FSS results under the mIoU (%) evaluation metric. The best and second best results are highlighted with bold
and underline, respectively. ∗ means the results are reproduced by ourselves.

It is worth noting that our IFA achieves better results on
5-shot setups compared with 1-shot, indicating that our it-
erative design leverages more information when provided
with more support images. To better analyze and under-
stand the superiority of IFA, we visualize the segmentation
results, as shown in Fig. 5. Our results (5th row) are signif-
icantly better compared to the previous best methods (3rd

and 4th row). We also visualize more qualitative results of
IFA in supplementary materials.

5.4. Ablation Studies

Component-wise ablation. We conduct ablation studies of
our designed components, as shown in Tab. 2. The base-
line is our reproduced SSP [13]. To verify our assump-
tion that the Support-to-Query-to-Support (S2Q2S) stream
mines more support-query correspondence, we first only
introduce Bi-directional Few-shot Prediction (BFP) on the
source domain and apply the fine-tuning without query su-
pervision on target domains. The performance improve-
ments on Deepglobe(+2.8%) and ISIC(+13.7%) verify the
effectiveness of our bi-directional design. After deriving
query from annotated support in target domains and re-
peating BFP three times to formulate our IFA design, we
achieve further performance gains of 6.5% and 4.0% on two
datasets, respectively. Qualitative results of SSP baseline
(4th row) and IFA (5th row) are shown in Fig. 5.
Fine-tuning strategy ablation. We also compare our pro-
posed IFA strategy with other fine-tuning strategies used in
relevant tasks, as shown in Tab. 3. All the strategies are
performed on the same model (trained via Baseline+BFP)

Pascal VOC 2012 → Below
Train on source Adapt to target Deepglobe ISIC

Baseline None 41.3 48.6
Baseline+BFP w/o query label 44.1 62.3
Baseline+BFP IFA T=3 50.6 66.3

Table 2. Ablation studies for components of our method.

to ensure fairness. Task-Adaptive Fine-Tuning (TAFT) [33]
is encapsulated in the meta-testing stage, which is differ-
ent from our independent fine-tuning design. Specifically,
TAFT introduces Kullback-Leibler divergence loss to miti-
gate the distance between the category prototype of the seg-
mented query image and that of the support set. Copy-Paste
Fine-Tuning (CPFT) [14] is employed in few-shot object
detection task. Concretely, CPFT mixes the image with the
foreground region of the target domain and the background
region from a random image in the source domain as the
support set. It compels to adapt knowledge learned from
source to target domains, which is inspired from [15]. From
the experimental results, we find that our IFA is the most
effective fine-tuning strategy for CD-FSS.

5.5. Analysis

Effectiveness of iteration design. To demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of iterating BFP multiple times, we compare the
results of different times of iteration, as shown in Tab. 4. We
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Pascal VOC 2012 → Below
Fine-tuning strategy Deepglobe ISIC
TAFT [33] 43.2 64.3
CPFT [14] 44.6 54.5
IFA T=3 50.6 66.3

Table 3. Ablation study on different fine-tuning strategies. We
conduct the same training process on the source domain, and adopt
different fine-tuning strategies on the target domains.

observe that iterating BFP leads to improved performance,
and performing 3 times strikes the best balance between
performance and computational cost. We assume that it-
erating too many times may introduce superfluous informa-
tion for optimization. Therefore, performing more than 3
iterations yields performance saturation.

Pascal VOC 2012 → Deepglobe

T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

mIoU 46.6 47.2 50.6 50.6 50.8 50.7 50.8 50.9 50.8

Table 4. Quantitative comparison results of different iteration
times of BFP. Some visualized results and corresponding analy-
sis are shown in supplementary materials.

Comparison with Segment Anything Model (SAM). We
compare the results of our IFA with SAM [29] in two med-
ical image segmentation datasets (i.e., ISIC and Chest X-
Ray), as shown in Tab. 5. The results demonstrate substan-
tial improvements from our proposed method over SAM,
despite our method relying on a common meta-learning
paradigm. It is worth noting that our model employed in
this experiment has much fewer parameters and training
data than those of the SAM.

Methods Backbone ISIC Chest X-Ray

SAM [29] (zero-shot) ViT 36.1 27.8
IFA T=3 (1-shot) Res-50 66.3 74.0

Table 5. Comparison with Segment Anything Model (SAM) [29]
in two medical image segmentation tasks. The results of IFA are
under Res-50 backbone with 1-shot setup. The results of SAM are
borrowed from [3].

Results under Domain-Shift Few-Shot Segmentation
(DS-FSS). To demonstrate the robustness of our method
across different datasets, we also evaluate IFA on Domain-
Shift Few-Shot Segmentation (DS-FSS) tasks following the
recent work of [1]. Referring to the definition of CD-FSS,
DS-FSS can be regarded as a special condition of CD-FSS,
where the source domain is COCO-20i [41] while the target
domain is Pacal-5i [44] without overlapped categories. DS-
FSS is slightly simpler than four tasks in [33], because the

Source Domain: COCO-20i → Target Domain: Pascal-5i

Methods Backbone
1-shot 5-shot
Mean Mean

RPMMs [59]

Res-50

49.6 53.8
PFENet [47] 60.8 61.9
RePRI [1] 57.0 67.9
ASGNet [34] 57.4 66.6
HSNet [40] 61.5 68.4
CWT [37] 59.4 66.5
Meta-Memory [54] 65.6 70.1
IFA T=3 71.0 80.9
SCL [60]

Res-101

59.4 60.3
HSNet [40] 63.2 70.0
Meta-Memory [54] 66.6 72.7
IFA T=3 79.6 83.4

Table 6. Quantitative Domain-Shift Few-Shot Segmentation re-
sults under the mIoU (%) evaluation metric. The best and second
best results are highlighted with bold and underline, respectively.
The concrete performances of each fold are shown in supplemen-
tary materials.

categories in the source domain and target domain are both
daily objects. Experiment results shown in Tab. A3 also sur-
pass the previous methods by significant margins (+5.4%).

6. Conclusion
This paper presents an in-depth exploration of Cross-
Domain Few-Shot Segmentation (CD-FSS) tasks, high-
lighting the critical role of fine-tuning in transferring FSS
capabilities across various domains. We also uncover the
challenge of overfitting due to limited data availability.
With these insights, we propose a novel cross-domain fine-
tuning strategy. We first design Bi-directional Few-shot
Prediction (BFP) that establishes extensive category corre-
spondence to mitigate the overfitting risk. Then we extend
BFP to Iterative Few-shot Adaptor (IFA), which recursively
mines support-query correspondence by maximally exploit-
ing supervisory signals from limited data. Extensive ex-
periments show that our designs tackle both cross-domain
and overfitting challenges simultaneously and outperform
state-of-the-arts by large margins. We hope that our work
inspires further research in developing more effective algo-
rithms and exploring additional facets of few-shot tasks.
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